Abstract. Let G be a connected, semisimple real Lie group with finite center. Associated with every regular semisimple element g of G is a tempered invariant distribution Ag given by an orbital integral. This paper gives an inductive formula for computing the Fourier transform of Ag in terms of the space of tempered invariant eigendistributions of G.
1. Introduction. Let G be a connected semisimple real Lie group with finite center. Let g be the Lie algebra of G, gc its complexification. If Gc is the simply connected complex analytic group corresponding to gc, we assume that G is the real analytic subgroup of Gc corresponding to g.
Let g be any regular semisimple element of G. Associated with g is the tempered invariant distribution Ag given by/H>Ag(/) = F"(g),f G CCX(G), where H is the unique Cartan subgroup of G containing g and Fj1 is the invariant integral of/relative to H defined by Harish-Chandra [1(a)].
The purpose of this paper is to give explicit formulas for the Fourier transform of Ag. That is, we determine a linear functional Ag such that Ag(f) = Âg(f), f G CC°°(G). Here / is defined on the space of tempered invariant eigendistributions of G which includes, for each conjugacy class [H] of Cartan subgroups of G, a series of tempered invariant eigendistributions of G parameterized by the unitary character group H of H. These series include the characters of the discrete series representations of G (if G has a compact Cartan subgroup), the characters of the unitary principal series representations induced from each cuspidal parabolic subgroup of G, and certain "singular invariant eigendistributions" which can be interpreted as alternating sums of characters [3] .
The Fourier inversion formula was computed in the case that G has real rank one by P. Sally and G. Warner [6] , and in the case that G has real rank two by the author in her Ph. D. thesis [2] , written under the supervision of G. Warner. In the real rank one case, Sally and Warner use the inversion formula to compute the Plancherel formula for G. Also, D. Ragozin and G. Warner have recently used the inversion formula for real rank one groups, together with the Selberg trace formula, to obtain information on multiplici-ties of irreducible representations of G in L2(T \ G), Y a co-compact discrete subgroup of G [5] .
The method of computing the Fourier transform for general groups is an extension of that used by Sally and Warner in the rank one case. However, there are two problems in computing Fourier inversion formulas for groups G of real rank n > 1 which do not occur when n = 1, or when n > 1 but G has at most one conjugacy class of Cartan subgroups [H] for each possible dimension of Hp, the vector part of H.
For n = 1, a Fourier inversion formula can be obtained for any regular semisimple element of G. The same is true when n = 2. However, there are cases when n > 3 (for example, Sp(3, R), the real symplectic group of rank three) in which certain integrals involved in computing the Fourier inversion formula for FfH(h0) diverge for certain regular elements h0 G H'. However, the Fourier inversion formula is still valid on a dense open set H* of H.
A second problem which occurs when n > 2 is that in the final formula for the Fourier inversion of F"(h0), the coefficients of 9(f), for some tempered invariant eigendistributions 9, are complicated expressions involving infinite sums which converge, but not absolutely, and have no obvious closed form. Thus they cannot be directly differentiated, term by term, to obtain a Plancherel formula for G. It is hoped, that in working with a specific group G of rank > 2, the Fourier inversion formulas can be greatly simplified.
In §2, the series of tempered invariant eigendistributions associated with each Cartan subgroup of G is described. In §3, Haar measures on G and its subgroups are normalized, the invariant integral is defined, and formulas which will be needed in §4 are listed. For convenience, for many definitions and results we refer to [8] . In §4 the main theorem of this paper, which can be used to obtain the complete inversion formula for F"(h0), H any Cartan subgroup of G, h0 G H*, is proved. In §5, the proof of a technical lemma from §2 is given.
I am indebted to Paul Sally and Garth Warner for many helpful suggestions. For X G L'H, let e(X) = sign Ila6*+(niCi6tc)<a, X>. Let q = \ dim(A//M n A'). Then for X G L'H, (-l)?e(X)r(X) is the character of a representation of the discrete series of M°. For X G L¿, if h>X = X for w =?= 1 in W(M°, //£), then T(X) = 0. Otherwise, T(X) is the alternating sum of characters which can be explicitly embedded in a certain reducible unitary principal series representation of M° [3] .
Let Z(bp) = K n exp(V-1 b^). This is a finite Abelian group generated by elements of order two, and HK = Z(\)p)H%. Define M+ = Z(i)p)M°. Let p(m, í)k) = {2a, a G 3>+(mc, bÄC), and T0 = Z(\) n Ä& Let Hx denote the set of all pairs X G LH and tj g Z(i\pT sucri that Tj|r0 = ix-p^ jr0. Then given (X, tj) G HK there is an invariant eigendistribution T(X, tj) on M with support on M + given by:
(See [9] .)
For any Cartan subgroup J of M, representatives y for the cosets of M/M+ may be chosen so that y normalizes J and centralizes Jp. In particular, for hk G H'K, T(X, tj) has the simple formula
This formula is obtained from (2.7) using the fact that W(M, HK) is generated by W(M°, Hg) and conjugation by certain representatives of the cosets oîM/M + . where for/ G 7, = (7, n M)Hp,j\M axidj\H denote the components of/ in 7, n M and /^, respectively (see [7] ). Note that Aj is defined on J¡ n L° only. However |A^| makes sense on all of /,. If/ G /"/ = z/°, z G Z(l)p),j° G 7, n L°, |A^(z/°)í is defined to be \A^(J°)\. This is well defined as A^(z/°) -±A^(/) for z G Zft,) n L°. For ¿>* = x ® £x G #*, *> G b*, write 0(#,p*)>>)for0(//,X,£"-1<S>x,*'). When X G L'H, (-l)*e(X)0(.//, X, tj, v) is the character of a representation of the unitary principal series of G induced from P. If X G LSH, 9{H, X, tj, v) is zero, or is an alternating sum of characters which can be embedded in a reducible unitary principal series representation associated to a different cuspidal parabolic subgroup [3] . x x<yi)r(XXT27*Ai)^/<-I)* djk dhx dh2.
Proof. Using (3.2), (2.9), (3.5), and (3.11),
To expand the sum over Car'(G, 77) to a sum over Car'(L, 77) we use (2.9) and the fact that for 7, = x¡Jx¡~1, x¡ G G, / = xjx¡~x for j G 7, e¿'(/) = e*C/), A/CU) = AyO), and Fft/J -ffU)-Q-E.D. X ( 2 { 9(J,b*,p® v)(x)dG (X) ) dp dv.
Proof. The theorem follows from combining Lemmas 4.2 and 4.12 along with (4.14) and then using Lemma 4.1 and 7 in place of 77. It also uses the fact that 2 ÄTO/ Vv(-!>'/ lf(y2:J2(t):p)9(J,b*,p®v)(f)dpdv converges absolutely. If neither vF + nor s0vF + is contained in F_, the quantity in brackets is zero. Thus we may assume vF+ C F_. Then s0vF+ ÇL F_ and so c(w : w~xs0vF+) = c(s0w : w_1t>F+) = 0.
Write s0 = sx ■ • ■ sk as a product of simple reflections with k minimal, s¡ the reflection corresponding to a/(l), 1 < /(/') < /. Note that Ar will be an odd integer. Let T, G \p be a semiregular element of j corresponding to a/(l), b£ = i and br~ = i, the corresponding Cartan subalgebras of a [8, §1.3.4] .
Let a, be the centralizer in a of (\,)k. Let j,+ be the chamber of i,+(a,)
containing T¡. Write c¡(s : uF+) for cb(s : uF+ : i,+), s,u G W(ic, \ç).
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